Government Wants College Graduates

Engineering Jobs Open Without Examinations

College graduates, especially women, are being sought for wartime jobs with the Federal Government. Through the new Junior Professional Assistant examination, announced today by the United States Civil Service Commission, graduates from recognized colleges with major study in any field may be eligible for employment.

An unprecedented step for Junior Professional Assistant examinations, no time limit is set on receipt of applications by the Commission, and examinations will be held periodically when a sufficient number of applications have been filed. College seniors may apply when they are a semester or two quarters from expected graduation. Senior junors who pass the test may receive provisional appointments before they graduate. A student is urged to apply early, in order to be considered for vacancies that occur.

Much Overtime

An added incentive to do the extra work is a shortage of salaries for these positions about 21 percent. Applicants, who are particularly desired with training in science, engineering, business administration, economics, geographic, library service, history, public welfare, salesmanship, and agricultural economics, will be appointed to positions paying $1,500 and $1,800 a year plus overtime, mostly the latter.

Minor Positions

Those with majors in English, modern languages, music, education, etc., are in limited demand, but those from the fields of chemistry, physics, and mathematics are a necessity. Persons with appropriate study should apply under the announcements for junior grade positions in those fields ($2,000 a year plus overtime). The exhibit shows the various types of scientific and technical material the Institute Library is interested in collecting; engineers, scientists, and others interested in participating in the project are invited to write to the Library. The exhibit is held in the rotunda of Building 7.

Chinese women, are being sought for war-related positions paying $1,620 and $1,800 a year plus overtime. At the present rate of compensation the present rate for positions paying $1,800 and $2,000 a year plus overtime.

Library To Stage Exhibit

March 10-13

In connection with the New Eng- land Inter-American Institute exhibit that opens at Boston University on March 13-15 under the auspices of the Institute Committee, the T.C.A. is arranging an exhibition of some of the Latin American material in the library of Build- ing 7. The exhibit is held in the rotunda of Building 7.

Mrs. Nila Magidoff Tells About “War In Russia”

(Continued from Page 1)

for those in factories now is expected to up to 16 hours per day.

Mrs. Magidoff looks toward the future as a lesser time relationship between the United States and Russia after the war. Except for its 200 million people, she does not think of America, chewing gum and glamour.

Introduction By Professor Strook

Professor Dick J. Strook intro- duced her as the speaker by remind- ing the United States to Russia. He compared their constitution to ours and Hallsburg in the Valley Parade. After her speech Mrs. Magidoff ad- dressed questions posed by audience for fifteen minutes. She pleased most of these present with her manner and answers.

Mrs. Magidoff had arranged a small dinner party at the Graduate House.

The exhibit shows the various types of scientific and technical material the Institute Library is interested in collecting; engineers, scientists, and others interested in participating in the project are invited to write to the Library. The exhibit is held in the rotunda of Building 7.
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THE TECH BECOMES A WEEKLY

With this issue of The Tech, publication on a semi-weekly schedule will be suspended in favor of a single issue per week. Established in the war, in the form of increased academic schedules, increased publication difficulties as well as decreased advertising revenues and decreased undergraduate activities in general.

In the weekly, which will appear every Friday, The Tech will maintain its original format and style. See you next week.

WHO ARE OUR RUSSIAN ALLIES?

Who are the Russian people, and what kind of people are they? Who are these people, at the same time the idealists in this materialistic world, and the realists ready to meet the Fascists? Who are these people, who, surrounded by her- mitage on every side passed through the rigors of a tremendous social experiment and emerged fully prepared to fight and die for their country? Who, indeed, are our Russian allies?

The Indomitable Russian Spirit, the spirit which makes them fight and die despite her two dislikes of America, chewing gum and glamour.

Wood State and Osphema-

In its third week Random

This question has been on American lips since the start of hostilities, the present rate of compen- sation for service increases salaries for these positions about 21 percent.

Minor Positions

Those with majors in English, modern languages, music, education, etc., are in limited demand, but those from the fields of chemistry, physics, and mathematics are a necessity. Persons with appropriate study should apply under the announcements for junior grade positions in those fields ($2,000 a year plus overtime).

For positions in chemistry, engineering, geology, metallurgy, meteorology, physics and still conserving, persons with appropriate study should apply under the announcements for junior grade positions in those fields ($2,000 a year plus overtime).

About American material will be shown around three weeks is

THE PEON, the only, the original, the exclusive, the 1943 version of Disney’s Fantasia leaves now to give way to House Of- ficials.

FIRE AND DEATH—Gone With The Wind continues for a sixth week.

Waltz—Over The Rainbow, a branch on Washington 6-10.

FIRE AND DEATH—Gone With The Wind continues for a sixth week.

WESTERN—Just the place to spend a pleasant Sunday afternoon. These two delightful playmates, Lon Chaney and Bella Lugosi, in Frankenstein Meet The Wolf Man.